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Band-filling effects on Kondo-lattice properties
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We present theoretical results for a Kondo-lattice model with spin-1/2 localized moments, including both the
intrasite Kondo coupling and an intersite antiferromagnetic exchange interaction, treated within an extended
mean-field approximation. We describe here the case of a noninteger conduction-band filling for which an
‘‘exhaustion’’ problem arises when the number of conduction electrons is not large enough to screen all the
lattice spins. This is best seen in the computed magnetic susceptibility. The Kondo temperature so obtained is
different from the single-impurity one, and increases for small values of the intersite interaction, but the
Kondo-effect disappears abruptly for low band filling and/or strong intersite coupling; a phase diagram is
presented as a function of both parameters. A discussion of experimental results on cerium Kondo compounds
is also given.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The properties of many cerium or ytterbium compoun

are well accounted for by the Kondo-lattice model, wher
strong competition exists between the Kondo effect and m
netic ordering arising from the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuy
Yosida ~RKKY ! interaction between rare-earth atoms at d
ferent lattice sites. This situation is well described by t
Doniach diagram,1 which gives the variation of the Ne´el
temperature and of the Kondo temperature with increas
antiferromagnetic intrasite exchange interactionJK between
localized spins and conduction-electron spins. If one con
ers the exchange Hamiltonian between localized (S) and
conduction-electron (s) spins, given by

H5JKs•S, ~1!

usual theories of the one-impurity Kondo effect and of t
RKKY interaction yield a Kondo temperatureTK0 that is
proportional to exp(21/rJK), and an ordering temperatur
~Néel or, in some cases, Curie! TN0 , proportional torJK

2 , r
being the density of states for the conduction band at
Fermi energy. Thus, for smallrJK values,TN0 is larger than
TK0 and the system tends to order magnetically, with ofte
reduction of the magnetic moment due to the Kondo effe
On the contrary, for largerJK , TK0 is larger thanTN0 and the
system tends to become nonmagnetic. The actual orde
temperatureTN , therefore, increases initially with increasin
rJK , then passes through a maximum and tends to zero
critical value rJK

c corresponding to a ‘‘quantum critica
point’’ ~QCP! in the Doniach diagram. Such a behavior ofTN
has been experimentally observed with increasing pressu
many cerium compounds, such as CeAl2 ~Ref. 2! or
CeRh2Si2.3 We also know that the Ne´el temperature start
from zero at a given pressure, and increases rapidly w
pressure in YbCu2Si2 ~Ref. 4! or in related ytterbium com-
pounds, which can be considered as another test of the D
ach diagram. The one-impurity model predicts an expon
tial increase of the Kondo temperature withrJK . This means
that the Kondo temperature should increase with increa
0163-1829/2003/67~6!/064417~8!/$20.00 67 0644
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pressure in cerium compounds and with decreasing pres
in ytterbium compounds, in good agreement with many o
servations. However, deviations seem to occur in some
rium compounds, such as CeRh2Si2 ~Ref. 3! or CeRu2Ge2,5,6

where the actual Kondo temperature observed in a lattice
be significantly different from the one derived for the sing
impurity case. Thus, in order to account for such an effe
we have treated in a previous paper7 the Kondo-lattice model
with both intrasite Kondo exchange and intersite antifer
magnetic exchange interactions, for a half-filled conduct
band~corresponding to a number of conduction electronsn
51). We employed a mean-field approximation with tw
correlators,l is , describing the intrasite Kondo correlatio
and G i j s , representing an intersite correlation between t
neighboring moments. We have shown that the enhancem
of the intersite exchange interaction tends to decrease
Kondo temperatureTK for the lattice with respect to the one
impurity Kondo temperatureTK0 , and to suppress the Kond
effect for large values of the intersite exchange interact
parameter.7 So, this model can account for the pressure
pendence ofTK observed in CeRh2Si2,3 CeRu2Ge2,5,6 or
more recently8 Ce2Rh3Ge5.

The above mentioned model also yields a correlation te
peratureTcor, below which short-range magnetic correl
tions between neighboring cerium atoms occur. For su
ciently large values of the intersite exchange,Tcor is higher
than the Kondo temperature. This result is in agreement w
the experimental observation by neutron diffraction expe
ments of such short-range magnetic correlations in sin
crystals of CeCu6,9 CeInCu2,10 CeRu2Si2,9,11,12 or
Ce12xLaxRu2Si2 ~Refs. 11–14! at low temperatures. The ex
perimentally observed temperatureTcor is clearly larger than
the Kondo temperatureTK : Tcor;60–70 K andTK;20 K
in CeRu2Si2;9,11,12Tcor;10 K andTK;5 K in CeCu6.9

Most Kondo-lattice models have been studied for the c
of a half-filled conduction band, corresponding to a numb
of conduction electrons,n, equal to the numbernf51 of f
electrons. However, whenn,1, an ‘‘exhaustion’’ problem
arises, which means that there are not enough conduc
©2003 The American Physical Society17-1
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electrons to screen all the localized spins and, as a co
quence, the Kondo temperature decreases.15,16 The stability
of the Kondo effect whenn decreases has been recen
studied,17 and also the temperature dependence of the m
netic susceptibility has been computed for different values
n,18 with the Hamiltonian including an intersite exchan
interactionJH between the localized spins, treated as in
pendent ofJK . The results showed that a reduction ofn
and/or an enhancement ofJH tend to suppress the Kond
effect. In particular, the analytical calculation atT50 gave
l2 proportional ton in the case ofJH50.19

Early studies of the Kondo-lattice model have conside
only the intrasite Kondo interaction.20–22 In particular, Con-
tinentino et al.,21 using scaling theory, have found a cohe
ence temperature increasing above the QCP. Recently,
din et al.,23,24 using the slave-boson method in th
exhaustion limit, have obtained two different energy sca
the single-impurity Kondo temperatureTK , which corre-
sponds to the onset of local singlet formation, and the ze
temperature energy gain,T* , related to the coherent Kond
effect. Thus, the low-temperature energy scale is not equ
the high-temperature one, although there is only one me
field parameter in the theory.23,24 It has been shown that th
ratio T* /TK is much smaller than 1, and depends only on
band filling factor. In the case of a rectangular density
states for the conduction band,TK vanishes asn1/2 and the
coherence temperature asn in the limit n→0. However, both
TK andT* where found to exhibit the same exponential b
havior exp(22D/JK), in contrast with the formula establishe
by Nozières,16 who foundT* ;TK

2 /D. The effect of a small
number of conduction electrons has been also studied w
both the Kondo-lattice and the Anderson-lattice models.25–28

The purpose of the present paper is to further develop
study of conduction-band filling effects within the Kond
lattice model. Besides previous work cited above,7,18,19a first
brief account has been already given,29 but we will present
here both numerical results and new analytical express
for some specific limits, as well as a detailed discussion
band-filling effects.

II. THE THEORETICAL MODEL

As it was mentioned above, the Kondo-lattice model
often studied with only the intrasite Kondo interaction.
principle, both the RKKY magnetic interaction and th
Kondo effect are consequences of the intrasite excha
term. However, the RKKY interaction is perturbative inJK
while the Kondo effect is not.25 When dealing with approxi-
mation schemes, it is hard to obtain both effects starting w
the intrasite interaction alone. For this reason, an exp
intersite exchange interaction is usually included in
model Hamiltonian.7,25,30

The proposed Hamiltonian of the system is, therefore,

H5(
ks

«knks
c 1JK(

i
si•Si1JH(̂

i j &
Si•Sj , ~2!

where «k is the energy of the conduction band,JK is the
Kondo coupling between a localized spinSi and the spinsi
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of a conduction electron at the same site, andJH is the in-
teraction between nearest-neighboring localized spins.
suming spin-1/2 localized moments, we represented them
a zero-width f band with one electron per site, while th
conduction band has width 2D and a constant density o
states. We chooseJK and JH to be positive, implying that
both local and intersite interactions are antiferromagnetic
is the case in most cerium compounds.

We now write the spin operators in fermionic represen
tion:

si
z5

1

2
~ni↑

c 2ni↓
c !, Si

z5
1

2
~ni↑

f 2ni↓
f !,

si
15ci↑

† ci↓ , Si
15 f i↑

† f i↓ , ~3!

si
25ci↓

† ci↑ , Si
25 f i↓

† f i↑ ,

remembering that we have a constraint of single occupa
of the f level at all sites,ni

f51.
In order to discuss the Kondo effect and magnetic cor

lations we define the operators

l is[cis
† f is , G i j s[ f is

† f j s , ~4!

wherel is describes the intrasite Kondo correlation, andG i j s

represents an intersite correlation between two neighbo
atoms. This is so because the on-site spin-spin correla
^si•Si& can be written in terms of the average^l isl i ,2s&,
and similarly for the intersite correlation usingG i j s . With
this notation we perform an extended mean-field approxim
tion, introduced by Coleman and Andrei,30 and presented in
full detail in Ref. 7. Considering translational invariance, a
taking into account that there is no breakdown of spin sy
metry, i.e., no magnetic states, we can writel5^l is& for all
sites, andG5^G i j s& for nearest-neighboring sites and ze
otherwise. In this way we obtain a mean-field Hamiltoni
that takes the form of a hybridized two-band system:

HMF5(
ks

«knks
c 1E0(

i
S (

s
nis

f 21D 2JKl(
is

~cis
† f is

1 f is
† cis!1ĒK2JHG (

^ i j &s
~ f is

† f j s1 f j s
† f is!1ĒH ,

~5!

with

ĒK52NJKl2, ĒH5zNJHG2, ~6!

N being the total number of lattice sites. We have introduc
a term depending on the Lagrange multiplierE0 in order to
impose the constraint( i(ni

f21)50. This is a weak form of
the original constraintni

f51.
After performing this approximation, one deals with

one-electron Hamiltonian representing two hybridized ban
the conduction band of width 2D and thef band of effective
band width 2BD, with B given by

B52zJHG/D, ~7!
7-2
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BAND-FILLING EFFECTS ON KONDO-LATTICE PROPERTIES PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 064417 ~2003!
z being the number of nearest neighbors of a site, while
magnitude of the hybridization gap is directly related tol2.
This quantity is also a measure of the Kondo effect, as
Kondo correlation function̂si•Si& is proportional tol2.

The Hamiltonian~5!, leaving aside the constant terms,
easily diagonalized, and the resulting energies of the
new hybrid bands are

Ek
65

1

2
$«k~11B!1E06A@«k~12B!2E0#214JK

2 l2%.

~8!

The mean-field parametersl andG are obtained by self-
consistently solving Eqs.~4! or, equivalently, by minimizing
the total internal energy

E52 (
k,a56

Ek
a f ~Ek

a!1ĒK1ĒH2E0N ~9!

at zero temperature, or the total free energyF at finite
temperatures.17 The summation in Eq.~9! is made over allk
states in the first Brillouin zone, andf (Ek) is the Fermi-
Dirac function. As usual,7 the reference energyE0 of the f
band and the chemical potentialm have to be determined
self-consistently in order to keep the average numbersf
and conduction electrons respectively equal to 1 andn.

We have previously treated the half-filled case, cor
sponding to a number of conduction electronsn51,7 and
here we consider the general case of a noninteger numb
conduction electrons. For the half-filled case,7 we have
shown that the Kondo temperatureTK for the lattice can be
much smaller than the Kondo temperatureTK0 for the single
impurity, as observed in some cerium compounds. We
present in the next sections the theoretical results for ba
filling effects, and discuss later the comparison with expe
ment.

III. BAND-FILLING EFFECTS AT TÄ0

The two hybridized bandsEk
6 given by Eq.~8! exhibit a

structure that depends on the two factorsA[JK
2 l2 and B,

defined by Eq.~7!, and especially on the sign ofB. In the
case ofn51, previously considered,7 for small uBu values
such that foruBuD2,A there is a gap, the lower band
completely full and the upper band empty atT50. For n
,1, the Fermi level cuts the lower band, and the upper b
is still empty atT50, which corresponds, therefore, to a re
metallic situation.

The shape of the lower bandEk
2 and the solution of the

casen,1 depend critically and self-consistently on the v
ues of the different parametersJK , JH andn or equivalently
A, B and n. If B.0, i.e., G,0 ~sinceJH is positive here!,
both the ‘‘f band’’ and the hybridized lower bandEk

2 are
continuously increasing with«k . The same structure exist
for B,0 and smallJH values, whileEk

2 presents a maxi-
mum for B,0 and largerJH values.

Thus, the shape ofEk
2 can change under a variation of th

parameters, and this peculiar situation makes the prob
difficult to solve. The two characteristic cases are presen
06441
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schematically in Fig. 1, where we have used the fact that
energiesEk

6 depend onk only through the bare conduction
band energies«(k), making the substitutionEk

6→E6(«),
with « defined in the interval@21,1# in units of the half
bandwidthD. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the curveE2(«) may
or may not have a maximum, according to the different ca
studied. Moreover, whenE2(«) presents a maximum, th
Fermi energy can cut the lower band in two points or in on
one point within the first Brillouin zone. In fact, we have
distinguish two cases, depending on whether there are on
two intersection points@which implies automatically in the
second case that the curveE2(«) has a maximum#. We will
compute the total energy in both situations.

For T50, we firstly derive analytical expressions for bo
cases, and then we present numerical solutions for diffe
sets of parameters that affect the shape ofE2(«). In the first
case, shown in Fig. 1~a!, the energy per lattice site is writte
as

E5
1

2DE
2D

«0
d«$E01~11B!«2A@E02~12B!«#214JK

2 l2%

1zJHG212JKl22E0 . ~10!

The upper limit«0 is the value of«k that corresponds to
Ek

25m in Eq. ~8!, as shown in Fig. 1. Writing the two self
consistent equations that yieldnf51 and the number of con
duction electronsn, we obtain«05Dn, and

E052
1

2
~12n!@~12B!D1D#, ~11!

with

D5AD2~12B!21
4JK

2 l2

n
. ~12!

Finally, the internal energy per site atT50 @Eq. ~10!# is
given by

FIG. 1. Schematic plot of the nonhybridized conduction andf
bands, and of the two hybridized bandsE6(k). For a givenn
,1, the chemical potential is different in panels~a! and~b!, which
correspond respectively to the two cases studied: smallJH @a single
solution ofE2(«)5m], and largeJH ~two solutions!. All energies
appear in units ofD.
7-3
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COQBLIN, LACROIX, GUSMÃO, AND IGLESIAS PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 064417 ~2003!
E5zJHG212JKl22E01
D

2
~n221!2

D

2

1
JK

2 l2

D~12B!
lnH D2D~12B!

D1D~12B!J . ~13!

The derivatives of the total energy with respect tol andG
yield two self-consistent equations, whose solutions give
final values ofl and G corresponding to the minimum en
ergy. For small values ofJH , Eq. ~13! allows us to write

l25
nD2~12B!2

JK
2

u

~12u!2
, ~14!

G5
nD

4D~12B!
2

12n

4
2

JKl2

D~12B!
, ~15!

with u[exp@22D(12B)/JK#.
The case with a maximum inEk

2 is more complicated. As
shown in Fig. 1, for the caseB,0 with large values ofJH ,
the Fermi levelm cuts the bandEk

2 in two energies; then, the
two corresponding energies«1 and«2 are given by the val-
ues of«(k) which are roots of the equationEk

25m with Ek
2

given by eq.~8!. So, the expression of the energy is given
Eq. ~10! by changing the integration limits so that the int
gral is now performed from2D to «1 and from«2 to D.

Now, the two equations derived from the constraintnf
51 and the number of conduction electrons equal ton are

«22«15D~12n!, ~16!

E052~12n!AD21
4JK

2 l2

~12B!22~12n!2
. ~17!

We can derive analytical expressions for«1 and «2, and
finally for the total energy per siteE for B,0. A quite long
calculation yields

E52
R

2~12B!
@~12B!222B~12n!1~12n2!#

2
JK

2 l2

~12B!D
lnH P2D~12n!AuBu

P1D~12n!AuBu

R1D

R2DJ
1

12n

2~12B!
PAuBu1

D2B2

zJH
12JKl22E0 , ~18!

where

R5AD21
4JK

2 l2

~12B!22~12n!2
~19!

and

P5A4JK
2 l22D2B~12n!2. ~20!

Minimizing the energy~18! with respect tol we obtain

l25p/2a, ~21!
06441
e

with

p52JK2
JK

2

D~12B!
lnF ~12B!22~12n!2

2B~12n!2 G ~22!

and

a5
JK

2

4D~12B! F 1

B~12n!2
1

1

~12B!22~12n!2G .

~23!

For the present case,l vanishes at a critical band filling
given by

nc512~12B!A u

u2B
. ~24!

We have finally performed a numerical calculation
considering the general form of the energy given by eit
Eq. ~10! or Eq. ~18! in the different cases studied, and loo
ing for the minimum energy of the system. In fact, for ea
value of the different parameters, we compare the two so
tions and we retain the lowest-energy one, thus determin
the correspondingl andG.

Figure 2 showsl2 andG versusn for different values of
JH , andJK /D50.4. ForJH50 we obtain negative values o
G ~not shown in Fig. 2!, with G→21/4 in the limit n→0
@see Eq.~15!#. This is consistent with previous results17,29

showing thatG changes sign as a function ofn when the
Kondo effect is strongly dominant.

Figure 3 shows the phase diagram forJK /D50.4 and 1.0.
In the latter case~previously reported in Ref. 29!, for small
JH the Kondo phase is stable for all values of the band fi
ing, while for largeJH the Kondo phase is stable only fo
n.nc given by Eq.~24!. Figure 3 also shows that Eq.~24! is
very close to the numerical result in this region, but does
apply whenJH is very small, since the assumed maximum
the lower energy band no longer exists. The crossover
tween these two regimes was obtained numerically. In
crossover region we found adiscontinoustransition froml
Þ0 to l50. These results have to be taken with cautio
however, since the value ofJK /D51 is unphysically high,

FIG. 2. Variation of l2 and G with the band filling n for
JK /D50.4 and different values ofJH .
7-4
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BAND-FILLING EFFECTS ON KONDO-LATTICE PROPERTIES PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 064417 ~2003!
and the Kondo lattice is expected to show ferromagnetic
havior in the low-n limit,22 while our analysis is restricted t
antiferromagnetic intersite exchange.

Thus, our calculation shows clearly that smalln and large
JH values tend to suppress the Kondo effect, yielding
‘‘magnetic’’ phase withl50 and large short-range magnet
correlations. In fact, in this region a long-range magne
order should certainly be stabilized, but this was not tak
into account in this approach. In contrast, bothl andG are
different from zero in the Kondo phase.

IV. BAND-FILLING EFFECTS AT FINITE TEMPERATURE

Focusing on the Kondo-lattice problem at finite tempe
tures, the half-filled case has been previously described,
we consider here the general case ofn,1. The number off
electronsnf is always taken equal to 1. The values ofl and
G are determined by self-consistently solving Eqs.~4! or by
minimizing the free energy, which is given by

F522T (
k,a56

ln@11e2(Ea2m)/T#2E01zJHG212JKl2.

~25!

In our mean-field approximation,TK andTcor are defined
as the temperatures at which, respectively,l andG become
zero. We have shown, in the casen51, that the Kondo tem-
peratureTK for the lattice can be much smaller than t
Kondo temperatureTK0 for the single impurity, as observe
in some cerium compounds.7 Moreover, we have also show
that the temperatureTcor for the occurrence of short-rang
magnetic correlations lies above the Kondo temperatureTK
for largeJH values, whileTcor5TK for smallJH . These two
theoretical results have provided a good explanation for
previously described anomalous behavior observed in s
cerium compounds.

FIG. 3. Phase diagram plotted as the critical band fillingnc

versusJH . The curves are drawn from Eq.~24! for JK /D50.4
~dotted line! and 1.0~solid line!. The symbols correspond to th
results obtained by minimizing the energy. In each case, the Ko
regime is stable above the line, and the magnetic phase below
06441
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First, we present analytical results obtained in the cas
largeJH values, whereTcor.TK . In this case,Tcor is easily
determined by taking the limitG→0 in the self-consisten
equation forG with fixed l50, and we obtain

Tcor5zJH/12, ~26!

where z is the number of nearest neighbors. In the sim
cubic case,z56, we obtainTcor5JH/2. Still for the case
Tcor.TK , we determineTK by taking the limitl→0 in the
self-consistent equation forl, with G remaining finite. We
obtain the following equation to determineTK :

1

rJK
5E

2D

2D

d«F 1

«~12B!2E0
S 1

11e(«2m)/TK

2
1

11e(E01B«2m)/TK
D G . ~27!

Equation~27!, together with the self-consistent evaluation
B @see Eqs.~7! and ~4!#, and the two equations givingnf
51 andn,1 ~which yieldE0 andm) allow us to determine
TK . In the case ofJH50, we recover the simple equation

2

rJK
5E

2D

2D

d«F 1

«2E0
tanhS «2m

2TK
D G , ~28!

which reproduces the single-impurity result. In the lim
JK /D!1, this yields

TK5C0DAn~22n!expS 2
1

rJK
D , ~29!

where C0 is a numerical constant:C051.1337. Equation
~29! gives TK depending on the band filling asAn(22n),
which is consistent with aAn dependence whenn→0, as
found in Ref. 23.

Now, we present numerical results obtained at finite te
peratures in the casen,1, for different sets of parameter
JK , JH , andn, in order to study the Kondo-lattice propertie
and band-filling effects. Figure 4 gives the curves of t
Kondo temperatureTK versusJH for a givenJK value and
several values of the conduction-band fillingn. We see

o

FIG. 4. Kondo temperatureTK versusJH for JK /D50.4 and
several values ofn. We also show the correlation temperatureTcor .
7-5
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COQBLIN, LACROIX, GUSMÃO, AND IGLESIAS PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 064417 ~2003!
clearly thatTK first increases, and then decreases withJH for
fixed n, dropping abruptly to zero at some critical value
JH . On the other hand, for a givenJH , TK decreases rapidly
as n departs from half filling. The enhancement ofTK for
small JH was masked in Ref. 7 by the choice ofJH5aJK

2 ,
which intended to mimic the RKKY interaction. Besides th
being a questionable approximation, we have preferred h
to study the behavior of the Kondo temperature as a func
of JK and JH considered as independent parameters.
comparison, in Fig. 4 we have also plotted the correlat
temperatureTcor, which is linear withJH independently of
the value ofn.7 Figure 5 givesTK as a function ofJK for
JH /D50.04 and representative values ofn. Here again we
include the correlation temperatureTcor, which signals the
onset of short-range magnetic correlations when the temp
ture is lowered at fixedJK . For comparison, we plot the
single-impurity Kondo temperatureTK0 ~for n&1), which
varies exponentially withJK , and is weakly dependent onn
near half-filling @see Eq.~29!#.

Figures 4 and 5 show some interesting results of
model. First, one can see the occurrence of short-range m
netic correlations above the Kondo temperature, in go
agreement with experiment. Also, in the region of coex
ence between Kondo effect and magnetic correlations,
Kondo temperature is enhanced with respect to the sin
impurity case, and shows a smoother variation withJK .
Such an enhancement agrees with the idea30 that f -f corre-
lations may, in some cases, reinforce the Kondo effect o
lattice. The second noticeable feature of Figs. 4 and 5 is
almost catastrophic suppression of the Kondo effect with
creasing intersite coupling, and the enhancement of this
havior as the band-filling factor is reduced.

Now, in order to better understand the physics of
Kondo lattice at low temperatures, and to see more cle
the different regimes occurring with decreasing temperat
we present different curves showing the product of magn
susceptibility and temperature,xT, which represents the
square of the effective magnetic moment.

On the two following figures,xT is constant at high tem
peratures down to a first kink corresponding to either
correlation temperatureTcor for a sufficiently largeJH value

FIG. 5. Kondo temperatureTK as a function ofJK for JH /D
50.04 and representative values ofn. We also show the correlation
temperatureTcor , and the single-impurity Kondo temperatureTK0 .
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or to TK at low JH values. The kink corresponding toTK in
the case whenTK,Tcor is less pronounced, but still clearl
visible. Figure 6 gives the results for the temperature dep
dence of the productxT for JK /D50.4, n50.8, and repre-
sentative values ofJH . This figure shows a Kondo regim
alone for smallJH , a regime with only short-range magnet
correlations above the Kondo regime for intermediateJH ,
and the absence of the Kondo phase for largeJH . Then, Fig.
7 gives the results for the temperature dependence of
product xT for JK /D50.4, an intermediate valueJH /D
50.04, and representative values ofn. The curves show the
onset of short-range correlations and the Kondo regime fon
values not very far from 1, while the Kondo effect has co
pletely disappeared forn50.6, in which case a single critica
temperature remains. We immediately see on this figure
the behavior of the magnetic susceptibility is completely d
ferent forn51 and smallern values, because then51 case
corresponds to an insulating system, and smallern values
yield metallic behavior. We also see that the Kondo eff
disappears whenn decreases below a critical value, whic

FIG. 6. Magnetic susceptibility times temperature as a funct
of temperature forn50.8, JK /D50.4, and different values ofJH .
The open circles mark the position ofTcor , and the stars, that o
TK . These two temperatures coincide in the case ofJH /D50.02.

FIG. 7. Magnetic susceptibility times temperature as a funct
of temperature forJK /D50.4, JH /D50.04, and different values o
n. The open circle signalsTcor , while the filled circles indicate the
positions ofTK for the three higher values ofn ~the Kondo regime
no longer occurs forn50.6).
7-6
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can be interpreted as a manifestation of the ‘‘exhausti
problem16 in connection with the competition betwee
Kondo effect and magnetic correlations.

Finally, in Fig. 8, we present a plot of the magnetic su
ceptibility versus temperature for the three different regim
for typical sets of parameters: Kondo regime alone~small
JH , n near half-filling!, both magnetic correlations an
Kondo regimes~higher JH , smaller n), and short-range
magnetic correlations only~still higher JH , relatively small
n). This figure gives an illustrative summary of the phys
of the Kondo-lattice model.

The different behaviors shown in the last three figures
worth analyzing in more detail. At high temperatures, t
magnetic susceptibility is decreasing in 1/T as normally ex-
pected. Then, below the highest characteristic tempera
(Tcor or TK), there is a rapid decrease of the productxT,
indicating a reduction of the effective magnetic moment d
to the occurence of short-range antiferromagnetic corr
tions, which tend to reduce the response of the locali
moments to an applied magnetic field, and an even fa
reduction due to the Kondo effect. At lower temperatur
within the Kondo regime, we observe a flattening of the
fective magnetic moment. This region of nearly const
magnetic moment belowTK can be related to the ‘‘exhaus
tion’’ problem, because there are not enough electrons
screen the localized spins. At still lower temperatures, a
herent regime sets in, and this residual moment beco
completely screened. This behavior is not observed in
half-filled case, where the effective magnetic moment te
very rapidly to zero due to the existence of a gap at the Fe
level.

FIG. 8. Magnetic susceptibility as a function of temperature
JK /D50.4 and different sets of the parametersJH andn, in order to
show the different regimes. Circles and stars follow the conven
of Fig. 6.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the different behaviors of the intras
and intersite correlations, and the characteristic temperat
as a function of the intrasite Kondo exchange coupling,
the intersite exchange coupling, and of the number of c
duction electrons relative to the number off electrons, which
remains fixed to 1. We use here a mean-field approxima
with two order parameters in each case, the mean-fi
Kondo correlator and the short-range magnetic correlatio

We have established here forn,1, as in previous work7

for n51, that the dependence of the Kondo temperature w
the coupling constantJK for the lattice can be significantly
different from the single-impurity case. This result can a
count for the pressure dependence ofTK observed in
CeRh2Si2,3 CeRu2Ge2,5,6 or more recently Ce2Rh3Ge5.8 On
the other hand, depending on the relative values ofJH and
JK , as well as on the band-filling, the lattice Kondo tempe
ture can closely follow the single-impurity one, as observ
in many cerium and all ytterbium compounds. Further e
periments are needed to better understand the condit
yielding a Kondo temperature for the lattice much differe
than the single-impurity one. This issue has also been
dressed by different theoretical approaches to both
Kondo lattice and the periodic Anderson model.21,23,25–27,31

Another interesting result concerns the derivation o
correlation temperaturebelow which short-range magneti
correlations appear, in good agreement with neutron sca
ing experiments in cerium compounds. These correlati
can coexist with the Kondo effect, but eventually domina
and suppress the Kondo regime for sufficiently high valu
of the intersite exchange interaction or sufficiently low ba
fillings.

Our present calculation addresses again the difficult is
of the nature of the ground state and screening in the Kon
lattice problem. We have shown here that, as the numbe
conduction electrons is reduced, exhaustion may be com
sated by formation of intersite singlets of localized spin
Exact calculations for small clusters would be interesting
that a comparison between results with a number of cond
tion electrons equal to, or much smaller than the numbe
4 f electrons localized on the different sites of the clust
could shed new light on this issue.32 Finally, it is interesting
to notice that taking into account lattice effects is essen
for describing the properties of cerium or other anomalo
rare-earth compounds at low temperatures, as shown, fo
ample, in photoemission experiments.27,28
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